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ABSTRACT

A target missile is a unique piece of test hardware. This test tool must be highly reliable,
low cost and simple and must perform any task that the developing interceptor missile
planners require. The target missile must have ample power and guidance resources to put
the target in a specified place in the sky at a desired time. The telemetry and measurement
system for the target missile must have the same requirements as its interceptor missile but
must be flexible enough to accept new requirements as they are applied to the target and
its interceptor. The United States Army has tasked Coleman Aerospace to design and build
this type of target missile. This paper describes and analyzes the telemetry and
instrumentation system that a Hera target missile carries. This system has been flying for
the past two years, has completed seven out of seven successful test flights and has
accomplished all test objectives to date.

The telemetry and instrumentation system is an integral part of the missile self-test system.
All preflight checks and flight simulations are made with the on-board three-link telemetry
system through a radio frequency (RF) link directly through the missile antenna system to a
ground station antenna. If an RF transmission path is not available due to test range
restrictions, a fiber-optic cable links the pulse code modulator (PCM) encoder to the
receiving ground stations which include the bitsync, decommutator and recorders. With
this capability, alternative testing is not limited by RF test range availability.

The ground stations include two mobile stations and a factory station for all testing
including preflight testing of the missile system prior to flight test launches. These three
ground stations are built in a single configuration with additional equipment in the mobile
units for use at remote locations. The design, fabrication, testing and utilization of these
ground stations are reviewed. The telemetry system is a modification of the classical PCM
system and will operate with its interceptor missile at least into the first decade from the
year 2000.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary goal for a target missile is reliability. The target missile must be in position
when the interceptor and the test range are ready. The activation of a test range with the
test interceptor missiles is very expensive and flight holds due to the target’s inability to
perform are not tolerated. The mission for the target missile is to provide an incoming air
frame or missile simulation that a research and development interceptor missile can aim
for, hit and/or demonstrate its capability. In early missile development drone aircraft were
used but as technology matured missiles have been substituted.

This paper describes the telemetry and instrumentation required on board the target missile
and the supporting ground equipment. The target missile described herein is the Hera
missile which is now the target missile for the developing THAADS Missile System. The
paper outlines the missile telemetry and instrumentation system requirements and testing,
design philosophy, hardware/software and system interfaces with the target missile and
with the ground and mobile stations. Measurement plans and instrumentation hardware and
requirements are discussed as well as field implementation and testing of the missile's
instrumentation and telemetry system. The RF portion of the telemetry system is described
including the three-link telemetry system.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The basic Hera telemetry and instrumentation system is a battery powered three-link
telemetry system using the low S-band telemetry frequencies. A representative block
diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Link 1 is the diagnostic on-board instrumentation system. This link reports the health and
status of the target missile including performance of its two stage motors, on-board
guidance system, primary and secondary electrical power systems and vibration shock
pressures and temperatures throughout the Hera missile system. The bandwidth of this link
is one megabit thus allowing for vibration measurements of almost 8K samples per second,
pressure measurements in the 1K samples per second range and temperature, voltage and
current measurements with low sample rates of five to 100 samples per second.. Table 1
indicates measurement types and configuration of the measurement program.
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Figure 1. Telemetry and Instrumentation System Block Diagram

Link 2 carries the damage assessment indicator. A photonic fiber-optic grid covers the
payload section of the missile. The grid reports impacts on the payload section of the
target skin from the interceptor missile impingement or fragments from an air burst due to
a proximity fuse detonation. These signals are output on a six megabit bandwidth link
which can determine impact times to better than one millisecond.

Link 3 carries a miss distance indicator. This proximity radar system and telemetry data
link measure and transmit the target to interceptor miss distance. All systems have the
ability to operate from external ground power supplies during ground preflight testing. The
system can be switched to battery power to simulate flight test. Prior to the actual flight
test squib switches are fired to lock the batteries on line for flight.

A fiber-optics cable provides a link from the Link 1 PCM encoder through the missile
ground equipment to the ground station’s bit synchronizer and decommutator. This link
allows target testing without the RF transmission. Many times during range testing the RF
transmission must be shut down due to higher priority range usage. When this happens
functional and system testing can continue with the PCM encoder output on the fiber
optics link in the test area. The fiber optics path is presently setup or needed for the
diagnostic link only.



Table 1.  Hera Measurements
Type Sample Rate Number Forms Designation*

Vibration 7812 7 Analog V
Pressure 7812

997
488
97
61

1
5
5
5
6

Analog V
A
B
F
G

Temperature
  Themocouple
  Thermistor

24
24

18
5

Analog
H
H

Bilevels 488 49 Discrete B
Voltage
  Interface Electronics Unit
  Control Amplifier P92
  Thrust Vector Control
Nozzle
  Housekeeping
  Housekeeping
  Housekeeping

997
488
244
97
61
24

16
9
13
14
7
8

Analog
A
B
C
F
G
H

Digital Speed
  High
  Low

61
12

16
80

Digital
J
K

Spares = 23% 80 All Types
Total Measurements 264 All Types
Total Available 344

*  Arbitrary designator

SYSTEM TESTING

Reliability is a primary factor in the design and fabrication of the target missile. A
secondary factor is low cost. The cost parameter stresses the use of components from
missiles already in inventory. The rocket motors are Minuteman first and second stages.
The auto pilot amplifiers (P92) and other electronic components are from the Pershing II
missile. Qualification and screening programs were adopted to determine the ability of the
component to operate in the flight environment and function as designed. These programs
were used for all sections and components which included newly designed and Coleman
built subassemblies, supplier purchased components and Government Furnished
Equipment (GFE) items. Qualification testing in the form of temperature, vibration, shock
and acceleration is done on each individual part or at the section level with the parts
operating. The qualification levels are to missile flight levels. Qualification or certification
is done on one or more specimens depending on the usage. Every built up section is also
put through an environmental stress screening (ESS) including temperature and vibration
testing at 10% to 15% of qualification level. Manufacturing defects or workmanship
problems will be revealed. The target missile is also tested as a complete missile in the
System Test Laboratory (STL). All missile sections are electrically married, and launch



countdowns and flight simulations are run exercising all command, control, flight safety,
navigation and telemetry functions. Missile problems can also be simulated and system
reactions can be checked. This type of testing has been very successfully proven with no
flight test holds or failures occurring.

DIAGNOSTIC TELEMETRY (LINK 1)

The diagnostic telemetry link (Figure 1) is a classically designed, one megabit PCM,
FM/FM five-watt telemetry link. The hardware is standard off-the-shelf. All sensor
instrumentation was commercially built and procured. Coleman Aerospace designed,
fabricated and tested the power distribution assembly, signal condition module and all
interconnecting harnesses. The link has the ability to be run on ground power for ground
test and evaluation. The system can be switched to battery power for flight simulation
while in ground test and returned to ground power for continued testing. In the launch
countdown for actual flight the batteries are sealed in by squib switches 30 seconds before
launch. The sealed battery on the power lines prevents relay chatter caused by vibration in
flight which could interrupt the telemetry output signal. The system is controlled by the
telemetry control panel prior to launch. This unit has the ability to control telemetry power
and transmitter power for all three links. The battery seal-in squib function is not
controlled by this panel. The preflight test is switched to internal power and the seal-in is
then controlled automatically by the launch control computer which integrates all missile
launch functions.

Built In Test Equipment And Diagnostics

The diagnostic telemetry link is not only the flight telemetry system but is also the built in
test equipment for the target missile. The telemetry has the ability to view and analyze all
systems of the missile and report proper operation or target missile malfunctions. The
target missile ground equipment computer system can program flight simulations that can
validate everything except motor ignitions. System problems can also be programmed into
the system to note target missile reactions and train the target missile launch crews. The
diagnostic telemetry can verify the following systems: (1) launch control, (2) target missile
guidance, (3) pressure measurement, (4) temperature measurement, (5) missile flight
safety, (6) missile damage assessment, (7) battery and ground power, (8) missile control,
(9) vibration measurement, (10) missile separation, (11) radar tracking beacon, (12)
missile miss distance indicator.



Measurements Plans And PCM Format Of Diagnostic Telemetry

The basic parameters for the diagnostic telemetry are shown in Table 2. A randomized
nonreturn to zero system was selected because certain segments of the telemetry may be
turned off during test runs. If the system was not randomized the turned off segments
would cause a large group of zeros or ones in the bit stream which could cause the
decommutator to initiate a search. The one megabit bit stream has enough speed to provide
the frequency response required for the number of measurements needed.

Table 2.  PCM Telemetry  Format Parameters
Parameters Value or Type

PCM Code
Subframes per major frame
PCM words per subframe
Bits per PCM word
PCM bit rate
Major frame rate
Subframe rate
Number of analog words
Number of digital words
Number of bilevel words
Number of words in the sync word
Subframe identification counter

Randomized non return to zero level
80
128
8
1.0 megabit/ second
12.2 major frames/second
976.5625 subframes/second
184 (8 bit words)
96 (16 bit words)
64 bits (8, 8 bit words)
3  words per subframe (24 bits)
1 (8 bit word)

The PCM telemetry word definitions, sample rates and type of words are displayed in
Table 3.

Table 3.  PCM Telemetry Word Definition
Code Sample/Second Bits/Word Word Qty Word Type

A 977 8 32 Analog
B 488 8 14 Analog
C 244 8 28 Analog
D* 488 8 8 Bilevel
F 97 8 30 Analog
G 81 8 32 Analog
H 24 8 40 Analog
J** 61 16 16 Digital
K** 12 16 80 Digital
V 7812 8 8 Analog
*  1 bit with an on or off output **  16 bit concatenated words



The code column contains arbitrary letters to set the sample rates apart. The
sample/second column relates to frequency response for the measurements. Using the rule
of thumb of five samples to define a sine wave: code A measurements would have a
frequency response of approximately 200 Hertz. The code K measurements would have
approximately a 2 Hertz frequency response. The code V measurements are vibration
measurements with approximately a 1500 Hertz frequency response. The frequency
response of the system indicates most measurements are in the 20 to 500 Hertz range. Two
types of precision words used in the system are: (1) single precision words are 16 bit
digital words, and (2) double precision words are 32 bits, made of two 16 bit words.

Instrumentation Signal Conditioning And Interfaces

The instrumentation system is set up to output an analog 5.0 volts full scale into the PCM
encoder for digitizing. The amplifiers are kept with the transducers wherever possible. The
pressure transducers have built in amplifiers while vibration sensors use a micro dot sensor
output cable to a modularized charge amplifier. Temperature measurements use
thermocouples and silicon sensors. Both of these transducers need signal conditioning and
power to deliver five volts to the encoder. Two modules are on the Telemetry
Instrumentation Range Safety (TIRS) shelf to perform this function. The first module is the
power distribution assembly (PDA); the second is the signal conditioning module (SCM).
These two modules take care of all signal conditioning for temperature and all other
measurements that need passive or active conditioning. The two modules include
amplifiers, resistance dividers, and comparitors. The PDA includes power supplies for +5,
+/- 15 and +28 volts dc. The system tries to keep a single point ground which is located
right next to the PDA on the TIRS shelf. Ground wires are brought back from the
transducers to this single point ground. The objective is to minimize ground loops and
keep large ground currents from running through the missile skin. All components are Joint
Army Navy, (JAN) type parts where possible. A commercial part is used only when a
military part is not available.

 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT TELEMETRY (LINK 2)

The damage assessment telemetry is a six megabit RF link which has its own transmitter
but shares an antenna system with the diagnostic telemetry and the miss distance indicator
telemetry. The damage assessment system incorporates a fiber-optics rectangular grid
system in the skin of the payload section of the target missile. The fiber-optic grid sends
junction signals to an onboard processor. If these junctions are broken the signal of each
junction will be input to the processor and the processed signal transmitted to the ground.
Interceptor impact or fragments will break junctions before the total target is destroyed.
The six megabit rate of transmission allows a few frames of data to be recorded on the
ground before target break up and telemetry loss of signal occurs.



MISS DISTANCE INDICATOR (LINK 3)

The miss distance indicator (MDI) is a single unit which includes a Doppler radar, a
processor and a telemetry system. The telemetry takes the processor data and feeds it to an
FM voltage controlled oscillator which is coupled into an FM/FM RF transmitter. The
system, adopted from the Navy AS/DSQ-37 Non-Cooperative Scoring Set, will track
objects within a 75 foot range. Power requirements are + 28 volts dc at 60 watts maximum
input. The radar transmitter outputs three watts RF peak (minimum) while the telemetry
transmitter outputs five watts RF (minimum). Both RF outputs from the MDI are coupled
to an integral strip line antenna which is in the payload skin.

ANTENNA SYSTEM

Each RF output from the three transmitters is individually filtered in its transmitter and
coupled into a triplexer which is cabled into the antenna system. RF cabling in the
telemetry uses semi rigid cable for uniformity, structural rigidity, and low loss
characteristics. The antenna is a 360 degree strip line antenna tuned for the low telemetry
band of between 2200 mega Hertz and 2300 mega Hertz. The actual telemetry frequency
and bandwidth of the systems are shown in Table 4. The antenna is a conformal system
under the outside skin of the missile with power dividers built in. The antenna system is
designed and built by Ball Aerospace in Colorado and fabricated on the skin by Aerotherm
in California.

Table 4.  RF Parameters for Telemetry and Radar Systems
RF System Center Freq.

 (MHz)
RF Power

(watts)
Bandwidth

Bit Rate; PRF
Diagnostic Telemetry (Link 1) 2210.5 5.0 (min.) 1.0 megabit
Damage Assessment Telemetry (Link 2) 2250.5 5.0 (min.) 6.0 megabits
Miss Distance Telemetry (Link 3) 2288.5 5.0 (min.) 300.0 KHz
Doppler Radar 1775.0 3.0 (peak) 498 KHz (PRF)

SUPPORT GROUND STATIONS

At the same time the target missile was being design and fabricated, three telemetry
ground stations were also progressing through design and fabrication. These stations were
not support for flight testing but rather preflight test tools to verify missile flight readiness.
Flight test support for telemetry of the target system was part of the flight test ranges
support function. The three telemetry ground stations were of one basic design but differed
in requirements, components, and packaging. Two of the telemetry ground stations were
built in forty foot trailers to be tractor towed. The third station is a ground based station
which is located adjacent to Coleman’s system test laboratory. This station is known as the
factory ground station (FGS), while the two trailer ground stations are the mobile ground



stations (MGSs). The MGS units are stationed with the target missile prior to flight and are
the telemetry interface for all ground testing. Prior to flight the range ground stations have
a rehearsal to assure their ability to receive and record all telemetry data. On flight day the
range telemetry ground stations are the primary telemetry stations while the MGS has the
ability to record only the early portions of the flight path because of the lack of a tracking
antenna. A mobile ground station and the equipment in the mobile station are shown in
Figure 2.

Storage Cabinet
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Desk and Work
Station

Mobile Ground Station Subsystems

Antenna Systems
RF Receivers (4)
Bitsyncs (2)
Strip Chart Recorders (5)
GPS Time Code Receiver
Fiber Optics Receiver Unit
Video Systems
RF Patch Panels
Decommutator

Communications
Tape Degausser
Lightning Detection Unit
RF Multicoupler
Linear Tape Recorder (2)
Video Patch Panels
Test Equipment
Tape Search Unit
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Figure 2.  Mobile Telemetry Ground Station

All three stations are identical except for the following differences:

(1) The MGSs because of their remote locations and lack of support carry two tape
recorders instead of the single recorder in the FGS.

(2) Each MGS has five strip chart recorders instead of four in the FGS. The FGS uses a
Lockheed Martin System 510 decommutator and an ether net coupler to the main computer
system for greater data reduction capability.

(3) The MGSs use a Lockheed Martin ADS-100 as their decommutator system. The
field system has basically a quick look requirement and has no need for the full data
analysis capability of the factory ground system.



(4) A video system in the MGS allows the field ground station operators to view and
see what is happening on the launch pad. This system is not needed in the FGS since a
window between the ground station and the system test laboratory allows the operator to
see what is happening during missile testing.

(5) The antenna systems between the MGS and FGS are different. The MGS has a
manual tracking antenna while the FGS has a fixed antenna in the system test laboratory.

DATA PRODUCTS

The primary outputs of all three telemetry ground stations are analog strip charts. These
provide paper quick-look analysis data to determine if a problem exists and requires an in
depth look at missile parameters. Digital presentation of data can be provided by all three
stations. The factory ground station has greater computing power than the mobile stations
and its ether net link to the software department computers produces charts, graphs, tables
and statistical analysis from available data. All three stations have tape dubbing capability
and decommutated data can be transferred between stations on the 8mm tape system.

CONCLUSION

The Hera telemetry system is a simple three-link system designed and built for reliability
with a focus on cost, maintainability and longevity. All frequency formats and bit rates
were set in the mid range of the spectrum so there will be no problem in hardware build or
software support. The telemetry system was designed to be the built-in test equipment of
the target missile system as well as the flight test reporting system.


